BEAR SPRAY RECALL UPDATE

At SABRE, your safety is our #1 priority. We have issued a voluntary recall on some canisters. These canisters contain BOTH A YELLOW NOZZLE AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING EXPIRATION DATES –
02/2024, 03/2024, 04/2024, 05/2024, 06/2024.

May Not Spray
(02/2024 – 06/2024 Exp Dates)

If your canister meets both these criteria, we are asking you to test fire your bear spray. This must be done outdoors away from people and pets. Instructions demonstrating the correct procedure for testing your bear spray can be found below as well as in a video on https://www.sabrered.com/bearsprayupdates.

HOW TO TEST YOUR BEAR SPRAY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Go outside to a safe area away from others
2. Place your forefinger through the hole in the handle with your thumb on the safety clip curl
3. Pull the safety clip straight back on-off using your thumb (Figure 1)
4. Point the canister approximately 45 degrees toward the ground in the downwind direction
5. Depress the actuator tab lightly for a very quick burst of spray (Figure 2). If your canister sprays then it is not subject to the recall (see video below)
6. Replace the safety clip by firmly pressing with your thumb until an audible “snap” is heard (Figure 3). No gap should be between the actuator and the safety clip
7. Wipe the nozzle with a paper towel and discard the paper towel